
 
Market update 17 December 2019 

What happened last week and what to expect this week? 

FED as expected kept its rate 
The Federal Reserve conducted its monthly meeting on the 12th December and kept the target range 
for the federal funds rate at 1.5-1.75 percent. Thus, during 2019, the Fed has delivered three rate cut 
in July, September and October amid muted inflation pressure and concerns about the economic 
outlook. During their last 
meeting, the Fed considered 
the current rate to be 
appropriate and no further 
rate cuts is expected in 2020 
due to muted inflation. The 
quarterly dot-plot graph as 
shown below showed a large 
majority of members, 13 out 
of 17, forecasted no change 
in the benchmark rate next 
year from its current position. 
FOMC members are only 
predicting increases in the 
rate again once in 2021. On 
its meeting, they restated that 
their target economic growth 
is at 2.2% in 2019 and 2% in 
2020. Inflation rate is 
targeted to remain at 2%.
    Figure 1. FOMC Dot Plot December 2019 (Source: Investing.com) 
 

Some light to the trade dispute between China and the US 

US agreed to waive the tariffs on Chinese imports which ought to take place on 15th December and also 

cutting the existing taxes by 50%. Some of the latest points are as follows: 

 China said it will increase imports from the U.S. and other countries and the deal will remove tariffs 

on Chinese goods in phases. 

 China will make corresponding moves to U.S. tariff reductions. 

 The deal, after proofreading and legal checks, will be signed in the first week of 2020 

 It also reduces tariffs on $120B of imports to 7.5% from 15%. 

 The so-called phase one deal covers agricultural, intellectual property protection, tech transfer, 

opening China's financial industry and currency, the Chinese Commerce Vice Minister Wang 

Shouwen said. 

 China plans to import U.S. wheat, rice and corn within quotas, but officials didn't answer a question 

on the size of the purchases. 

 Trump tweeted that under "very large Phase One Deal," China "agreed to many structural changes 

and massive purchases of Agricultural Product, Energy, and Manufactured Goods, plus much 

more." 

 He said negotiations on the second phase will begin immediately. China, though, said Phase Two 

will depend on implementation of the Phase One deal. 

Little update on Brexit 

Boris Johnson’s (UK Prime Minister) Conservative Party has won the election, securing 365 chairs out 
of 650 chairs in the parliament. Thus, this gives Johnson a comfortable majority in the House of 
Commons and paves the way for Brexit to take place at the end of January.  

Despite us being wary of trusting this Phase I deal to deliver a sustainable path to a final trade resolution, 
investors were able to check off as done three of the biggest recent market uncertainties: trade, the 
Fed—which unanimously voted to keep rates low and Chair Jerome Powell signaled the central bank 
will likely leave rates unchanged next year—and Brexit. A sweeping victory for UK Prime Minister Boris 
Johnson signals that his voters want to "Get Brexit Done" by the end of January 2020. 



 
Indonesia economics index: 

 World Bank cut Indonesia’s economic growth forecast 

The World Bank has cut Indonesia’s economic growth forecast to 5% YoY for 2019, from the initial 
growth target of 5.1% YoY set in June. For 2020, the bank has set the growth to 5.1-5.2% YoY 
earlier, due to the increasing global trade tensions. The lower growth projection reflects weakening 
global demand and heightened uncertainty around ongoing US-China trade tensions that have led 
to a decline in exports and investment growth, testing the resilience of the region.  

The lower target is in line with the target growth set by Bank Indonesia at 5.05% for 2019 and 5.1-
5.5% in 2020. Indonesia’s economic growth slowed slightly to 5.0% YoY in 3Q19 from 5.1% YoY in 
the previous quarter. Fixed investment growth weakened further due to significant drop in 
commodity prices and political uncertainty. Total consumption also slowed as imports recorded 
weaker. Bank Indonesia projected inflation for 2019 to be at 3.1% and fall in 3-4% range in 2020. 

 Indonesia Trade Balance 

Early this week, Indonesia’s trade balance was released where it was reported a deficit of USD 

1.33bn in November 2019 (from USD 2.05bn in November 2018 and surplus USD 0.2bn in October 

2019). The figure was much worse than market consensus at USD 0.13bn deficit. Exports fell 5.67% 

mainly triggered by drop in O&G export by 15.81% and non O&G products which dropped by 4.68%. 

Imports also dropped at a faster pace by 9.24% with 25.55% triggered by O&G and 5.91% by non 

O&G. YTD, the trade deficit narrowed sharply to USD 3.11bn from USD 7.62bn for the same period 

last year. Despite the current weakness, we believe that trade balance will likely to improve in the 

medium term, particularly when the imposition of the biodiesel mandate early next year, the 

recovery of several commodity prices and IDR stabilization. We see November’s wide deficit was 

mostly cyclical as industries frontloaded their overseas fuel purchases for year-end activities. 

 

 Indonesia Fiscal Deficit 

There was news looming last week where Indonesia’s cabinet intended to amend the legally 

imposed cap on budget deficit, allowing the government to spend and borrow more to stimulate 

growth by means of changing the deficit ceiling to an average of 3% over five years. This would 

enable the budget gap to exceed 3% in any given year during that period. The news came after tax 

revenues realization as of 10 December 2019 indicated that it only reached 74% of the target. Some 

economists have criticized the Finance Minister for being too conservative at a time when economic 

growth is slowing. 

 

Askolani, the ministry of finance’s director general of budgeting clarified that such article is incorrect. 

The 3% deficit ceiling is based on 2003 law stimulating that the budget deficit in a fiscal year cannot 

exceed 3% of GDP and total public debt is not allowed to breach 60% GDP limit. Such regulation 

was introduced in the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s to avoid excess 

borrowing. 

Economics data to be expected this week and next week: 

 Bank Indonesia will conduct its monthly meeting on 19th December. It is widely expected that the 

bank will keep the 7 Days Reverse Repo Rate at the current level. This year, the central bank has 

delivered 4 consecutive rate cut since July to October, bringing its benchmark rate to 5%. This rate 

cut means that BI has lowered the key interest rate by a cumulative 100bps this year. We believe 

that the central bank will be more cautious on its decision to cut the rate further. Credit growth, 

however, remains lackluster as commercial banks are yet to lower their lending rates despite the 

lower BI rate, resulting in loan growth keeps on deteriorating. 

  



 
 Indonesia loan growth in November is expected to be released on 20th December. Loan growth 

has been deteriorating since October 2018 and reaching a weak 6.53% in October 2019, the 

slowest since September 2016 (vs 7.89% in September 2019 and 13.1% in October 2018).  

  

Figure 2. Indonesia Loan Growth up to October 2019 (Source: Trading Economics) 

 
Market Indexes (9 December - 13 December 2019) 

 During the period, JCI appreciated by 0.17% from 6,187 points on 6 December’s closing to 

6,197 points on 13 December’s closing. YTD until today, JCI registered 0.79% gain after it 

closed at 6,195 points last year and closed at 6,244 today, nearing its resistance level at around 

6,300 points. 

 During the period, in sectoral basis the index was dragged up by Mining sector which 

appreciated by approximately 4% and followed by Finance and Miscellaneous Industry sector 

which were up by 1% each. Consumer sector registered approximately 2% loss which then 

followed by Infrastructure, Property and Agriculture sector each of which registered 1% loss. 

 YTD until today, the Basic Industry sector stood at the first place by gaining approximately 16%, 

followed by Property sector which gained approximately 13%, Finance sector which gained 

approximately 12% and Infrastructure sector which approximately gained 6%. The worst 

performing sector was still claimed by Consumer sector, Mining and Miscellaneous Industry 

sector, each losing approximately 22%, 13% and 13%, respectively. Agriculture sector 

managed to book less lost by declining as much as 8% only. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. JCI last YTD as of 17 December 2019 (Source: Yahoo Finance) 

  



 
 

 MSCI Asia ex-Japan was down by 3.10% or 2.18 points from 6 December 2019 closing to 13 

December 2019 closing (YTD +8.89 points or +13.99% from 63.53 points at December 2018 

closing). 

 IDR appreciated during the same period by 0.34%, and still appreciated YTD by 2.78% to IDR 

13,990/USD today from IDR 14,390/USD on its closing in 28 December 2018. 

External factors, specifically on geopolitical issues which is centered at the U.S. as well as worries on 

the recession issues surrounding the global economies and central banks’ responses to it are still stood 

as some of the main catalysts to watch out for which may move our index and currencies. From 

internally perspective, we are keeping our focus on Rupiah, Indonesia CAD and trade balance which 

all in all is a crucial factor in our investment strategy.  

 

--- End of report --- 
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